Many considerations, involving understanding and selection of multiple experimental parameters, are required to perform MicroPET studies properly. The large number of these parameters/ variables and their complicated interdependence make their optimal choice nontrivial. We have a developed kinetic imaging system (KIS), an integrated software system, to assist the planning, design, and data analysis of MicroPET studies. The system serves multiple functionsVeducation, virtual experimentation, experimental design, and image analysis of simulated/experimental dataVand consists of four main functional modulesVBDictionary,^BVirtual Experimentation,B Image Analysis,^and BModel Fitting.^The BDictionary^module provides didactic information on tracer kinetics, pharmacokinetic, MicroPET imaging, and relevant biological/pharmacological information. The BVirtual Experimentation^module allows users to examine via computer simulations the effect of biochemical/pharmacokinetic parameters on tissue tracer kinetics. It generates dynamic MicroPET images based on the user's assignment of kinetics or kinetic parameters to different tissue organs in a 3-D digital mouse phantom. Experimental parameters can be adjusted to investigate the design options of a MicroPET experiment. The BImage Analysis^module is a full-fledged image display/manipulation program. The BModel Fittingm odule provides model-fitting capability for measured/simulated tissue kinetics. The system can be run either through the Web or as a stand-alone process. With KIS, radiotracer characteristics, administration method, dose level, imaging sequence, and image resolution-to-noise tradeoff can be evaluated using virtual experimentation. KIS is designed for biology/pharmaceutical scientists to make learning and applying tracer kinetics fun and easy.
Introduction
T he importance of molecular imaging and biomarkers is growing rapidly in health care, in biological studies, and in drug evaluation [1Y6] . Molecular imaging can provide valuable information on the function of cells and tissues in living organisms that used to be completely inaccessible. Because of the complicated biological/physiological processes involved and the many variable parameters available in imaging, guidelines for the selection of imaging parameters and/or for the development of biomarkers are nontrivial [2, 6] . Appropriate strategies for probe selection, data acquisition, and image analysis, are thus unclear in many situations. A good understanding of the principles of tracer kinetics and the characteristics of imaging devices is essential for the proper design of molecular imaging and/or biomarker development studies. Although there are many available books and articles that one can turn to for specific information on biology, physiology, pharmacology, as well as tracer kinetics and biomedical imaging, the interplay among these different fields is not appreciated or emphasized, nor do they provide the means to learn by doing kinetics.
With the rapid development of computer technology, using high technology to fill the gap in linking knowledge between the fields of biology, physiology, and pharmacology, and tracer methods and biomedical imaging is a logical step. Various computer software systems are currently available that can assist users on the simulation and analysis of tracer kinetics (e.g., BLD [7] , COMKAT [8] , SIMPLE [9] , and others). Not many of these tools, however, include biology, physiology, pharmacology, and imaging factors, and only a few incorporate an educational aspect to aid investigators to effectively design and perform molecular imaging studies. Thus we have developed a software system that integrates education, virtual experimentation, image analysis, and kinetic modeling to facilitate preparation of biological and pharmaceutical images for investigators who routinely perform molecular imaging. Kinetic imaging systems (KIS), a software that links tracer kinetics, imaging, pharmacology, and biology, is initially targeted toward MicroPET users who work with experimental mouse models either for developing biomarkers or for studying pharmacokinetics and biological responses [6] . The software system, however, is applicable to general imaging studies in tracer kinetics and pharmacokinetics in other experimental animals as well as in humans.
In this article, we report the design criteria, configuration, major functional components, and general operation of KIS. A couple of examples of how the system can be used are described. Some additional features of the system for future development are also discussed.
Guiding Concepts and Specifications of the System Design of KIS
As the main goal of trying to integrate various fields together is to help biological and pharmaceutical investigators perform molecular imaging, there is a clear need for an effective educational approach. We have adopted the traditional rule of Blearning through experimentation^as the guiding principle in the design of KIS. Virtual experimentation, instead of real experiments, is chosen to provide maximal freedom in variable adjustments, to allow fast feedback, to incur minimal costs, and to exploit the capability of computational technology. To be successful, virtual experimentation also needs to closely parallel the real experimental conditions. KIS needs to be user-friendly, simple, and yet the content needs to be stimulating, fun, and closely related to what the users are doing or are going to do experimentally. We also wanted to encourage as many people as possible to use the system, without necessarily overburdening our limited usersupport capacity. This led us to decide to code the system completely in Java, and to make it an Internet-based application software. Such a system will be available to users anywhere there is Internet access. There will be only one Bcurrent^version of the software. As opposed to the support required for traditional software systems, there is no need to keep track of the version, the corresponding users, and their computer platforms. Furthermore, with this approach, the Internet browser (e.g., Explorer, Netscape, and Mozilla Firefox) can handle many program functions that are related to user interaction and data input/output (I/O). This not only helps reduce our coding efforts, but also allows the application software to be platform-independent, and automatically ensures the upward compatibility of the program with future computer developments (in hardware and software). This upward compatibility also bears the advantage of lengthening the product life of the software.
Major Functional Modules of KIS
The developed KIS has four inter-connected functional modulesVBDictionary,^BVirtual Experimentation,^BImage Analysis,^and BModel Fitting.^The user can start any one of these four modules directly from the opening panel of KIS, as shown in Fig. 1 . The functional connection and data Fig. 1 . A screen capture of the opening window of KIS. It shows the four major modulesVBDictionary,^BVirtual Experimentation,^BImage Analysis,^and BModel Fitting^Vof KIS that a user can start directly. The BVirtual Experimentation^module has two halves. Clicking on the left half of the module will start the regional kinetics simulation (Fig. 4a) , whereas clicking on the right side of the module will start the whole-body kinetics simulation (Fig. 4b) . A forum is also set up to allow user feedback and discussion of all aspects of the software system. flows among the modules are shown in Fig. 2 . All user actions are activated by point-and-click, and drop-down menus are used throughout. The major functions and features of the modules are briefly described separately below.
Dictionary Module
The BDictionary^module provides didactic information on tracer kinetics, image quantitation, and mathematical modeling. It contains a description of the model configurations for many commonly used PET tracers (see Table 1 ) and a glossary of terms used in tracer kinetics. General step-bystep instructions for operation of the three other functional modules are also provided in this module. In addition, it contains two coronal cryosection images of a mouse as well as a 3-D rotating rendering of the internal organs of a whole mouse (Fig. 3) to help users familiarize themselves with the anatomical location of various organs relative to each other.
Virtual Experimentation Module
A unique characteristic of PET is its ability to measure quantitatively the kinetics of a PET tracer (a biomarker or a labeled drug) throughout the body to give a full set of dynamic images. With analysis of the dynamic images [e.g., selecting region of interest (ROI)], one can obtain time activity curves (TACs) of the tracer in selected tissue regions and estimate a biological or pharmacological function in the tissue (see Model Fitting Module section below).
The BVirtual Experimentation^module provides the capability to simulate tissue tracer kinetic curves as well as realistic 3-D dynamic mouse MicroPET images according to user-selected characteristics of the tracer. The module consists of two parallel submodulesVregional kinetics and whole-body kinetics simulations. The regional kinetics submodule allows the user to specify the kinetics in each organ tissue separately, but it requires an input function (e.g., plasma TAC of biomarker) [10] to be specified. The whole-body kinetics submodule simulates the kinetics of all organ tissues (including that in the blood) at the same time. The user can specify the administration schedule of the biomarker. When the regional kinetics simulation is chosen, a window with five related panelsVModel, Input Function, Input Parameters, Tissue Kinetics, and Kinetic ImageVlike the one in Fig. 4a , will show up.
The BModel^panel shows the tracer kinetic model being selected to simulate kinetics. Currently, nine built-in model configurations (see Table 1 ), including that of 2-deoxy-2-[F-18]fluoro-D-glucose (FDG) [11, 12] , can be selected on the panel. By clicking on the B?^button, the user can obtain a more detailed description of that model and its parameters. More model configurations will be added in the future to meet users' needs (see Discussion section).
The BInput Function^panel displays the input function [10] (e.g., plasma TAC of biomarker) to be used for a particular kinetic simulation. A default input function would be selected and plotted in this panel for any particular model selected in the BModel^panel, but the user can also select from a built-in list of input functions or read from a text file. The numerical values of the input functions can also be displayed and edited interactively.
The BInput Parameters^panel shows the parameter values of the selected model. Any desirable parameters can be typed in. On this panel, one can modify from a default imaging frame sequence to specify a version that the user wants to test. Clicking on the Brun simulation^button on this panel will generate a tissue TAC that is based on the model, the input function, and the parameter values, specified in the BModels,^BInput Function,^and BInput Parameters^panels, respectively. The generated tissue TAC will be automatically added to the TAC plot on the BTissue Kinetics^panel.
On the BTissue Kinetics^panel, multiple tissue TACs can be displayed, separately or together. New ones can be added through the simulation procedure, and any existing This table illustrates the flexibility of the default models that the system currently provides. More models including those for C-11 labeled biomarkers can be easily added to the list in the future to satisfy the need of general users. ones can be removed. Also, measurement noise corresponding to PET imaging [13, 14] can be added to the simulated tissue TACs to show what a realistic tissue TAC would be like. A Bpop-up^scan box is also displayed along with each TAC on the plot that shows the scan time and the TAC value at the scan frame indicated. The Bpop-up^scan box can be moved along the TAC to any desired time point on the TAC plot, via a click-and-hold action with the computer mouse.
The BKinetic Image^panel contains a digital phantom of a whole mouse. The digital phantom contains 64 coronal planes of 98 Â 256 (W Â H ) pixels each. The phantom at this time has eight color-coded organ tissues. Clicking the pointer in an organ region will assign to this organ the tissue TAC currently selected in the BTissue kinetics^panel. By selecting different tissue TACs in the BTissue kineticsp anel and assigning them to different organ tissues, the user can simulate a dynamic mouse MicroPET image overlaying the digital phantom. By adjusting the tool bar that controls the relative transparency of the two overlaid sets of images, the simulated image (in gray-level) could become more or less visible over the color-coded digital atlas. The image of any other coronal plane can be selected similarly by a tool bar. The image of any scan frame number can be selected by moving the Bpop-up^scan box on the BTissue Kineticsp anel. Various noise levels corresponding to realistic PET imaging [13, 14] can be added to the simulated images. Two separate image-smoothing operations can be performed. The first one is applied before the image noise is added (to simulate the intrinsic spatial resolution of a MicroPET scanner), and the second one is applied after image noise is added (to simulate smoothing due to filtering in the image reconstruction or in the postreconstruction processing). With these operations, the simulated dynamic images can be realistic (Fig. 4a and b) . These images can be saved in data files in the user's computer disk, exactly like those obtained from real mouse experiments with MicroPET scanners.
If the whole-body kinetics simulation is selected, a window display as shown in Fig. 4b will appear. The panel on the upper left corner shows the configuration of the whole-body model used. For each organ, there corresponds a two-compartment model, which is arranged either concatenated or in parallel and can be reduced to a singlecompartment model. The model parameters for each organ tissue can be set by the user. The imaging frame sequence can also be set or adjusted by the user similar to the case for regional kinetics simulation. Furthermore, the user may also define the administration schedule of the biomarker. When the execution tab is selected, and the execution button is clicked, the kinetics in all organ tissues (including that in blood) are generated by solving the differential equation shown in the Appendix. All the generated kinetics are automatically mapped to the digital mouse phantom to form dynamic mouse MicroPET images, the resolution and noise levels of which can be adjusted just like in the case of regional kinetics simulation described earlier. To help users keep a good record of what had been done so far, all the parameters used for each executed experiment can be saved in the users' local files, which can be reloaded any time in the future to be reexecuted to give identical and repeatable results.
Image Analysis Module
The BImage Analysis^module is a full-fledged image display and manipulation program, which contains many features such as image windowing, cine-display, ROI drawing, TAC calculation, reslicing, and 3-D orthogonal viewing, that assists users to analyze dynamic images (see Fig. 5 ). It is adapted from the Web-based JANUS program [15, 16] that we have previously developed and has been in use for viewing and manipulating biomedical images remotely since 1997. Features have been expanded to read and write images and data from the user's local disk storage (see technical notes below), and it can read/write images of multiple formats (including CTI6 or CTI7 formats, DICOM, Concorde, Analyze, UCLA PACS, Interfile, ACR-NEMA, and raw data format).
Model Fitting Module
The BModel Fitting^module provides model-fitting capability that allows the user to estimate biological and pharmacological parameters from measured (or simulated) tissue kinetics, based on a kinetic model and an input function. Figure 6 shows the window display of the BModel Fitting^module. Both the tissue kinetics and the input function can be read from text files. All the built-in model configurations in the Virtual Experimentation Module can be selected to fit the tissue kinetics. One can also define the model as a sum of exponential components (to determine the macroparameters [17] ). In addition, one can perform Patlak plot [18] or Logan plot [19] of the tissue kinetics, or simply fit the tissue kinetics with a multiexponential function (up to four exponentials) or with a polynomial (up to order 5). The model fitting minimizes the weighted square of the differences between the tissue kinetics and the model predicted curve based on a set of current parameter values. The weighting for each scan frame of the tissue kinetics as well as the initial values of the parameters can be selected from built-in default options or set by the user. In addition, the user can define the specific parameters to be adjusted in the model fitting process. A MarquardtYLevenberg algorithm for nonlinear regression [20, 21] is used for the model fitting. Convergence is considered to have been achieved when the maximal change among all the parameter values at each iteration is less than a preselected threshold value (default: G0.01%) or the maximal number of iterations exceeds a preselected limit. The fitting results as well as the residuals of the fit are plotted on a panel in the BOutput^panel. A report of the resulted model parameters along with their standard errors of the estimate (SEE) and some statistics (e.g., F-statistics) that indicate how well the model fits the data are available for viewing, printing, or to be saved in files.
Details of all features and functions cannot be fully described here, but are included in the help menu and help buttons in all the modules and panels. With the major functions and features briefly described above, KIS allows the users to easily simulate dynamic mouse MicroPET images based on user selection of physical, biological, pharmacologic, radiotracer, and experimental parameters, and to perform image and kinetic analysis to evaluate the effects of any specific factors.
System Structure and Programming Components of KIS
KIS can run on any computer platform that has an Internet browser and an Internet connection/access. There is no special client software, plug-ins, or special setup required. Recommended memory size of the computer is 512 MB, although it also works for less memory with a slight compromise in speed. The website of the software is currently at http://dragon.nuc.ucla.edu/kis/index.html. The user needs to request an access account in advance in order to use it. There are a few technical features of KIS that are worth mentioning. KIS has the capability to access (read and write) data/images in local disk storage, even when it is executed through the Internet (i.e., running the Applet) on platforms with Windows or MacOS X. This capability may require the browser to be authorized according to automatically prompted instructions when such an access is requested. This capability plus the ability to read/ write images of different image formats are important for the success of an Internet-based program designed to generate and process user-specific images/data of various formats.
It is also worth mentioning that the programming structure of KIS is highly modular, designed to allow future expansions (see Discussion section for some of them) to be added with minimal coding changes. An important consideration throughout the design and implementation stage is the performance of KIS in response time (e.g., the generation of all tissue kinetics of the whole-body kinetics simulation and the creation of the dynamic MicroPET images take only a couple of seconds). Technical solutions in many cases are not trivial, because many tasks are computationally intensive and involve very large volumes of data. The goal to achieve a truly server-based software system posted an additional constraint on the size of the Applet bi-code to be downloaded for each user-activated action. Fortunately, structure modularity and good system response are usually not conflicting requirements. However, a number of trade-offs among response time, speed, coding complexity, and memory requirement have been made to achieve the performance level that meets the needs of the users. This, we anticipate, will continue to be a challenge for future expansion of KIS.
Discussion
In the effort to integrate biology, pharmacology, tracer kinetics, and imaging science, we have set for KIS to achieve three integrated objectivesVeducation, virtual experimentation, and a tool for image analysis. While these three objectives can be defined and evaluated individually, they are not separable. Successful achievement in any one area would depend on success in the other two. The current version of KIS, we believe, has achieved well in all three objectives. We envision the possible use of KIS in a wide range of situations. A few examples of how KIS can be used are described below.
As a tool for education and self-learning, the dictionary module provides a summary of concise descriptions of various related subtopics about tracer kinetics and molecular imaging. The user can have a Bhands-on^experience of these topics by using the virtual experimentation module to try out different scenarios. For example, after learning what tracer transport, clearance, reactions binding to targets, etc., are, the operator can use this module to experiment how they could affect the kinetics. In doing the simulation, he can find out how tissue kinetics is likewise influenced by the input function, and could go back to look up what input function is and how it is related to the uptake, clearance, and metabolism of the tracer in other organ tissues. After reviewing the 3-D mouse atlas in the dictionary module, he can examine how different organ tissues might appear on a set of multiplane MicroPET images of a particular tracer (e.g., FDG) by using the virtual experimentation module. He could further use the volume viewer in the image analysis module to explore the relative locations of various organs in orthogonal view displays. In going through the process, he may observed that a specific organ is not clearly visible, and could go back to the Dictionary and Virtual Experimentation modules to learn how to adjust the various factors to enhance the visibility of that particular organ. In fact, this is the learning path that we go through in school as students. First, we listen to lectures in a classroom setting. Then we go to the laboratory to try out the new knowledge that we have acquired in lectures. The laboratory experiments provide new observations that in turn stimulate our curiosity to explore some more (through further studies/ lectures). The process is repeated over and over. Even after leaving school, when we apply what we have learned to real problems, we use the tools that we have learned, and continue to go through the same studying and experimenting cycle. This is the way we envision how users will use KIS as an educational tool.
Investigators who are planning to perform MicroPET imaging experiments may use KIS to determine the proper imaging protocol. The investigator may already have a general idea of the kinetic rates of the tracer in various organ tissues. By adjusting the imaging time, the scan duration, the image noise level, and the spatial resolution, the user can easily find out the set of parameter combinations that would yield acceptable image results. If there is some uncertainty on how the tracer should be administered, the user can use whole-body kinetics simulation to examine how the shape of the input function as well as those of the kinetics in various tissues would be affected and then make the proper decision.
For those who plan to run dynamic imaging experiments to determine the values of biological parameters in the transport, binding, and clearance processes, the selection of the proper imaging protocol to use is rarely very apparent. Again, one can use the BVirtual Experimentation^module of KIS to try different scanning sequences to generate the expected tissue kinetics. One can then use the BModel Fitting^module to estimate the parameter values. Through this process, one can determine the proper scanning sequence to use and subsequently be confident of the reliability of the expected results. The information obtained could be used in experimental design to determine the number of animal experiments needed to provide statistically significant results. In all cases, there is a rich set of information in watching and measuring how a tracer or drug moves throughout the various organ systems over time, as well as the progressive changes in how well they enter, exit, and participate in subsequent biological processes in tissues of the body.
In the evaluation of biomarkers, a radiochemist or pharmaceutical scientist could use the BVirtual Experimentation^module to test how the modification of the functional property of a molecule (e.g., hydrophobicity or binding affinity) or its removal from circulation (via kidney excretion or liver metabolism) would affect the success of the molecule as an imaging agent or drug, because the former would affect the transport/binding rate to tissues and the latter affects the input function and background activity (e.g., vascular activity and/or accumulations in kidney and bladder). The modeling module can also be used to determine the image analysis procedure (e.g., Patlak [18] or Logan analysis [19, 22] , or reference tissue methods [23, 24] ) that one can use to quantitate the receptor density (or binding potential), transport rate, or enzymatic characteristics in tissue. Use of virtual experimentation considerably facilitates the process of trial and error, and substantially reduces the number and thus the cost of real animal experiments that are needed.
One does not need much in-depth knowledge to perform molecular imaging, because, with KIS, one can quickly learn through the repeated process of virtual experimentation and modeling analysis. For those who are already familiar with various aspects of molecular imaging, which we envision what most KIS users would be after using it for a while, KIS would continue to be a useful tool for analysis and kinetic modeling of real experimental data/images. With the integrated virtual experimentation capability in KIS, these users can easily compare real observations with simulations to test various hypotheses with regard to the mechanisms of tracer or drug uptake and clearance in body organs.
Future Enhancements/Expansions
Although it can serve the needs of many users, we do not claim that the current version of KIS can satisfy all the possible needs of a wide variety of potential users. In fact, there are numerous expansions and feature enhancements that one can think of. We plan to start an international and multi-institutional academic forum, as indicated in the opening window of KIS (Fig. 1) , to evaluate the system and to collect suggestions on how to enrich the features of the system to make it more suitable to users. Some feature expansions are already on our plans for future versions of KIS. For example, we plan to continue to enhance its virtual experimentation capability. More detail structures (e.g., large vasculature) as well as the cardiac/respiratory motion can be added to the mouse digital phantom [25] . The number of digital phantoms could be expanded to include other animal species or strains and for specific organs (e.g., brain, chest, or heart). Another area of expansion is the number of built-in kinetic models. Flexibility that would allow users to define their specific model configurations is being implemented. Inclusion of more physical factors of the imaging process is also possible, so that users can also evaluate the effect of scatter, random coincidence, image reconstruction algorithms, as well as the effectiveness of various data processing methods. Because of the modular design of the system, these expansions and additions can be performed easily without requiring a large team of programmers for system maintenance.
To further enhance its educational value, we plan to expand the dictionary module to include a tutorial on tracer kinetics to guide the learning process and improve its effectiveness. Guided operational procedures of the other modules of KIS will be most likely integrated into such a tutorial as Blab^sessions.
In terms of image analysis capability, there are also many possible feature additions. For example, the inclusion of factor analysis for extraction of blood time activity curves (input function) [26, 27] could facilitate the modeling and quantitative analysis. It could also simplify the experimental procedure by removing the requirement for blood sampling [26Y28] . The use of elastic image warping [29] and standardized atlas could allow tissue time activities to be obtained automatically, without the labor-intensive procedure of ROI drawing [30] . However, methods to achieve these goals are still under development. When these methods are fully developed and well characterized, it will not be difficult to incorporate them into KIS, because the programming framework of KIS has anticipated future feature expansions.
Programming-wise, KIS is a true Internet-based program. It is currently installed on a SUN server (Ultra Enterprise 450) and is connected to the Internet using a Netscape web server. There is no special client software, plug-ins, or special setup required, and it incurs minimal effort in terms of software maintenance and user support. We first reported the successful development of KIS in the annual conference of Academy of Molecular Imaging (AMI) in March 2004. Many users have requested access accounts since then and there has been a growing number of access through the Internet. Users, however, have not experienced any performance degradation despite our growing user load. The online system has the same performance (user-experienced) as when the system is run as a stand-alone program (as a Java Application program). The number of KIS users will probably have to increase by 1 order of magnitude before users can notice any effect on the program response. It is a very stable system, and we plan to use it as a framework for future addition of new functions and features to continue serving the needs of users in molecular imaging.
In summary, KIS performs all the functions that it was designed for and it achieves all the technical objectives that we had set at the beginning. By providing a user-friendly environment for virtual experimentation, image analysis, and tracer modeling in molecular imaging, KIS integrates tracer kinetics, biology, and imaging. It is an educational as well as a practical tool in molecular imaging for learning, for experimental design, and for actual data analysis. Further expansions in function and features are ongoing. We expect KIS to help the continual growth of molecular imaging, especially in facilitating user learning and in quantifying images in terms of biological interpretation, and also to expand user access to the value derived from the Bkinetics^of molecular interactions within the biological systems of the body. u(t), that is the administration schedule of the biomarker into the blood pool. where the capital letter C denotes the concentrations of the biomarker in blood (subscript b), kidney (k), bladder (d), and other major organs, respectively (i = 1, . . . , n for brain, myocardium, lung, GI, liver, spleen, skeleton, muscle; the second subscript f and b denote, respectively, the free and bound compartments for each tissue). The dot above the concentrations denotes time derivative of the concentrations. The k i 's are the transport rate constants in local tissue in organ i (the second subscript for the k's corresponds to the convention used for the rate constant in a twocompartment model, like the FDG model [11, 12] , except that, for kidney and bladder compartments, k k3 is for transport from kidney to bladder and k d4 is for transport from bladder out of the body), and n i 's are the spatial volumes of the different organs, which are preset to be equal to the volumes of these organs in the digital mouse phantom that the generated kinetics are mapped to. The volume of blood pool, n b , is set to 10% of total body volume. In the present implementation, the above set of differential equations is solved numerically using a fourthorder RungeYKutta method [31] . After the concentration curves in the equation above are generated, a vascular component, equal to the tissue vascular volume (an organdependent and user-set value) times C b , is added to each concentration curve to obtain the TAC for each of the major organ tissues.
